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First, to understand the strengths and drawbacks of Hill cipher, you need to understand the strengths and drawbacks of public-key and private-key cryptography. To such an end, I first try to make you understand these 2 types of cryptography. I will explain what private-key cryptography is using an analogy. Consider that I take a secret letter(it might be the disproof of WeinerKhintchine theorem addressed to some committee or something more enticing that its dissemination would lead to chaos). I lock this letter in a safe and bury the safe in the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean. And then if I ask you to read that letter, then that is not called 'security' or 'cryptography'. I would rather call it 'obscurity'. Instead, if I take that letter, lock it in a safe, and give you the safe(but NOT the key to the safe!!!) and a hundred identical safes with all their design specifications like diameter of the key opening, what is the tensile strength and fracture point of the material of the safe, and if I ask you read that letter, and if you and the world's best safecrackers study and analyze the safe for years and are still not able to open the safe and read that letter - that is what I call 'security' or 'cryptography'. You see, the entire security of the letter and the safe resides in the key, and not in the construction of the safe. This is exactly what is private-key cryptography. Private-key cryptography, also called secret key cryptography, is where the entire secrecy lies in the key, and very little in the details of the encryption algorithm. Think of the algorithm as a safe and the key as the key(or a password, or a number combination) to that safe. The only way for a Mallory or an Eve to read your messages is to know the key(Of course, your algorithm must be reasonably good. Just because I said that the key is important, it doesn't mean that you construct the safe(the



algorithm) from chocolate or candy floss). For that matter, the only way for anyone(not just Alice or Bob, but absolutely anyone) to read the encrypted messages, is to be in possession of the key(the password or number combination). So, in private-key (or secret-key or shared-key) cryptography, Alice and Bob are the only 2 people who have "access to the key" and can open the safe and deposit or read messages. So, in this type of cryptography, Alice and Bob must initially meet in secret(probably in a windowless room, in a back alley, or, maybe even on one of Jupiter's moons) and agree on a secret key(a secret password or number combination). In contrast, in public-key cryptography, also called asymmetric key cryptography, whoever wants to encrypt messages can use the public-key. But the recipient of the messages has a private-key to decrypt the messages, which is known only to him, unlike in private-key, or shared-key, cryptography where Alice and Bob both must know the key. Because 2 different keys are used(one for encryption and the other for decryption), that's why it's called asymmetric key cryptography. Think of it as an email system. If Alice wants to communicate to Bob, she uses his email id(which is the public key, since anybody can have Bob's email id - it's public, there's no need to keep the email id as a secret). But for Bob to decrypt the message Alice has sent, he must use his email id's password, which can be thought of as a private key(since only Bob knows his password). --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Man-In-The-Middle Attack This is a drawback of the public-key cryptography, the email-type of



system that I was speaking about. It is a very cunning plan, and I admit I found it beautifully cunning and ingenious when I first read about it. I will tell you the drawback of the public-key cryptography. Suppose Bob is communicating with Alice for the first time. For this he must get Alice's email id. Okay, now you must understand that this type of man-in-the-middle attack is possible within an organisation. In an organisation, everyone's email id is stored in a database, because as I said, this is public-key cryptography, where the email ids are public. The cunningness of the plan starts now. Mallory(the malicious hacker)(okay, it could also be Eve(the eavesdropper), but generally Mallory is more cunning than Eve(he is the malicious attacker, that's why 'Mal'-lory, and she is just an eavesdropper, and that's why 'Eve')) goes to this database and replaces Alice's email id with his own. But he notes down Alice's email id also. Now, when anyone(Bob in this case) wants to send Alice a mail, they look at the database and copy the email corresponding to Alice's name. But what is the email id corresponding to Alice's name? Mallory has put his email id against Alice's name. So, Bob will note down Mallory's email id, thinking it to be Alice's, and send "Alice"(actually Mallory) the required message. The plot gets really thick now. Once Mallory gets a mail from Bob, he goes to the database and changes Bob's email id as Mallory's own alternate email id. He can change Bob's email id only after Bob sends him a message because he doesn't know beforehand who will send "Alice" the message. Why should he put his alternate email id against Bob's name? Why not the same email id which he sent to Bob? That's probably because if he uses the same email id as a substitute for both Alice and Bob some smart person may notice that 2 people have the same email id, and may get suspicioius. Now that Mallory has got a mail from Bob(thinking he was Alice) Mallory sends this same message(or a distorted version of the



message) to Alice from his alternate email id which he had substituted for Bob's. As I said, we assume all this is happening in an organisation. So, when Alice gets the message from "Bob"(actually Mallory) she goes to the database to check if "Bob" really belongs to the organisation. She cross-checks the email id from which she got a message and she sees that the name corresponding to Mallory's alternate email id(through which Mallory sent Alice Bob's message, maybe after distorting the message(after all he is Mallory, the malicious person)) is Bob's!!! So, she thinks that she got a message from Bob, and replies back to Mallory's alternate email id. Mallory replies to Bob using the other email id, which he first substituted as Alice's, since Bob has "Alice's" email id(which Mallory had substituted before Bob got it from the database). So, you see both Alice and Bob will never ever know that they are actually speaking to Mallory, and not to each other!!!! This is the Man-In-The-Middle Attack, where Mallory is the man in the middle of Alice and Bob through whom both Alice and Bob are conversing. Do you see how dangerous it is? Now, think. Why did this problem arise? The answer is because the system uses a public-key cryptography, where it is assumed that the public key(viz., the email ids) need not be kept secret. You see, Mallory didn't even take any trouble to learn their private keys(that is, Mallory doesn't need to hack into Alice and Bob's email id; he need not know what their passwords to their respective email ids are). He still knows what secret conversations Alice and Bob are having!!! Ingenious, don't you think so? This is the problem with public-key cryptography. So, now, I tell you how this is related to my presntation topic, the Hill Cipher. As I told you, the Hill Cipher is a private-key cryptogarphy(remember the key matrix, K. This was not made



public; only the actual parties involved in communication knew the key, K). So you see, this is the strength of Hill Cipher. Because it uses private-key cryptography, and not public-key cryptography, it is not at all vulnerable to the Man-In-The-Middle-Attack. -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Drawback of Hill Cipher Or Drawback of Private-Key Cryptography The Zero-Knowledge Proof Of Identity The Chess Grandmaster Problem The Mafia Fraud So, now that I told you how dangerous public-key cryptography is, you will be saying that private-key cryptography is the best(Remember the analogy I gave for this private-key cryptography? Think of it as a safe, and only Alice and Bob have access to the key of the safe - the key is privately shared between Alice and Bob as a joint password or number combination). But now I will show you how it is possible for somebody to cheat and abuse this system. I agree that private-key cryptography is certainly safer, but what I am about to present is a special type of scenario where it can lead to dangerous consequences. Actually, even public-key cryptography suffers from this problem. And I personally find that this is a really cunning scheme. To understand the potential abuse of this private-key, first you must understand what is the Zero-Knowledge Proof Of Identity. Well, it's story time again with our characters, Alice and Bob!



Alice(ecstatically): I know the answer to the riddle which our professor asked us to solve yesterday. I will be getting the chocolate today. Bob: No, you don't. I am sure you're just lying. Alice: I do. Bob: Don't. Alice: Do, too! Bob: You don't! Prove that it is the answer to the riddle. Alice: Okay! [SHE TELLS HIM THE ANSWER]. Bob: Ha, Ha, Ha, Ha!!! I now know the answer too. I will tell the professor this answer and claim the chocolates!!! So, what is the moral of the story? I mean, rather, what is the cryptographic moral of the story? You see, if Alice proves that she knows the answer by telling it to Bob, she is in a bowl of vichyssoise. So, this is where the concept of Zero-Knowledge Proofs comes in. Alice must prove(I mean PROVE, and not reveal) that she knows a piece of secret information, without giving away the secret. In other words, she must prove to Bob in such a way that he gets convinced that Alice does indeed know the secret, BUT AT THE SAME TIME, HE MUST GET ABSOLUTELY ZERO KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE SECRET ITSELF(He must only be convinced that Alice knows the secret but not know the actual



secret). That means, Bob should ask her a set of questions so that if Alice answers them right, then it can only show to Bob that Alice knows the secret. But Bob won't get to know the secret, he can only verify these answers of Alice's to get convinced that Alice knows the secret. That is called Zero-Knowledge Proof. (Like, for example, if the riddle that the professor had asked was to find the entries of some random matrix, and if Alice had found them right, then ZeroKnowledge questions could be like: what is the sum of all elements of this matrix? Alice can safely give Bob this answer, and he can verify with the professor too. But he doesn't get any clue about how to solve the riddle, and would certainly not be any way the wiser. So Bob has got a Zero-Knowledge Proof from Alice regarding her secret. He just has got proof that Alice knows the secret, nothing more.) Now comes the murkiest and sinister stuff. I will extend this concept to something called the Zero-Knowledge Proof Of Identity. I will ask you a profound question. I think this is the most deepest question of Cryptography. The question is this: If you prove that you know your private key, do you prove your identity? Think of the private key as a password. If you prove that you know your password, does it mean that I am convinced that I am speaking to you? Remember, you are supposed to give a Zero-Knowledge proof; of course, you can go into high indignation for being asked to prove your identity and reveal your password and I can open your email and see that it is indeed your password(WHEN I SAY 'I', I DON'T MEAN ME AS SUCH, FOR I WOULD NEVER PUT CRYPTOGRAPHY TO BAD USE, BUT I MEAN ANYONE IN GENERAL). But this is not Zero-Knowledge Proof because I would have got the knowledge of your password!!!!! And, if by chance, you happen to be the President of the United States Of America, then I



suppose I would have got a very good knowledge indeed, which is certainly not 'Zero' Knowledge. You are supposed to just prove that you know your private key(password), not tell me what it is. In the context of private-key cryptography this becomes useful, because here the private key is shared between 2 people, and one of them can act as the verifier while the skeptic asks the other to prove his identity. In public key cryptography, the private key is known only by 1 person(like your password is known only by you and nobody else), so there's no way for anyone else to verify if you know your private key(your password). So, the Zero-Knowledge Proof Of Identity applies only to private-key cryptography(where the private key is like the shared key, or joint password, to a safe which Alice and Bob only have access to). Now as I said, it is a very profound question. I am very sure you must be thinking that if I prove that I know my private key(the joint password to the safe) and if the other person who knows it verifies the same, then I must be proving my identity. Well, prepare to be shocked. I will show you how it is possible to abuse this ZeroKnowledge Proof Of Identity. I found it extremely stunning when I heard it for the first time, especially the first one - The Chess Grandmaster Problem. The method of abuse can be shown by 2 examples: The Chess Grandmaster Problem and The Mafia Fraud. So, it's story time again with Alice, Bob, Eve and Mallory! -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Chess Grandmaster Problem Let us assume that Eve doesn't even know how to play chess. By using the concept of Zero-Knowledge Proof Of Identity, I will tell



you how she can challenge Alice in chess and even win against Alice!!!!!! This is how she does it. First, she sweet-talks the world champion of Chess(I don't know who it is, maybe Gary Kasparov or Anatoli Karpov) to come to her home and invites him to chess. She tells him sweetly that she has very little exposure to chess and so tells that she doesn't want to play for money, because she knows that she will definitely lose to a world champion. He agrees that they will play the game for fun. She also tells Karpov(or Kasparov, I don't know who the world champion is) very sweetly that she can think very clearly when she is walking around than if she sits idly before the chess board. So, Karpov agrees that she can go out of the room and take a walk before making her moves. Now comes the cunning scheme. Now Eve invites Alice also at the same time to her home BUT IN A DIFFERENT ROOM. She tells the same whimsical story she told Karpov that she thinks best when she is walking around than sitting idly and seeks her permission to walk out of the room before making her moves, saying "she will take a walk around the home" before making her moves. But Eve tells Alice that she will play for money. Alice thinks that Eve doesn't even know the rules of chess, and that Alice can very easily defeat her. So, Alice keeps the stakes very high, thinking she will definitely win. And the game starts. Eve plays black against Karpov(Karpov is playing white), because she wants Karpov to make the first move, because she doesn't even know the rules of chess. And Eve plays white against Alice(Alice is playing black). When Karpov makes his move first, Eve notes down the move and then tells Karpov she needs to "walk around and think along". She then goes to the other



room where Alice is playing as black. She makes the move as white which she noted down which Karpov made in the other room. Then Alice makes her move as black. Eve notes down this move, and goes to the other room. There she is playing as black, and copies the move which Alice as black in the other room had made. She notes down Karpov's move as white, and so on......... Because Karpov is a Chess Grandmaster, very obviously he will win against Eve. BUT SINCE EVE IS COPYING THE MOVES OF KARPOV, SHE WILL WIN AGAINST ALICE. And Eve wins the bet..... Do you see how Zero-Knowledge Proof Of Identity is being abused here? ACTUALLY KARPOV IS PLAYING AGAINST ALICE, AND NOT EVE, AND LIKEWISE ALICE IS PLAYING AGAINST KARPOV, AND NOT EVE!!!! Eve is just acting like a middleman(or rather, woman), so this is quite similar to the Man-InThe-Middle Attack. Actually, Karpov's "private key" is his skill in chess, and basically Karpov is proving to Eve(Proof of Identity) that he is Karpov because of his knowledge of the skill in chess. And it is Zero-Knowledge because Karpov doesn't reveal his secret strategies of how he plays chess and how he wins(that strategy he formulates mentally while playing, and he doesn't reveal during the game what move he will next make). So, this is how it can be seen that if a person gives a Zero-Knowledge Proof Of Identity it doesn't necessarily mean that it is himself. In this case, because Eve was copying Karpov's moves against Alice, what do you think Alice thinks? If you assume Alice is playing blindfolded and she doesn't know whom she is playing with, but she is just told what moves are made on the chessboard, do you think Alice will ever think that she is playing against Eve? No, because she thinks that Eve doesn't even



know the rules of chess. She will definitely be under the impression that she must be playing against a Chess Grandmaster because the moves in the game are the signature moves of Anatoli Karpov(or Kasparov) and she thinks that nobody else can play in such a style. So, do you see how Eve can "prove" that she is Karpov? THIS IS THE DRAWBACK OF ZERO-KNOWLEDGE PROOF OF IDENTITY. Coming to our topic of Hill Cipher, since this cipher is a privatekey cryptography technique, it also suffers from this abuse of ZeroKnowledge Proof Of Identity. This is the drawback of Hill Cipher that I'd mentioned in the presentation today. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------THE MAFIA FRAUD: This is also another example to show you that if you just "prove" that you know your private key(using Zero-Knowledge Proof Of Identity), it may not necesarily mean that it is really you. This example was a real-life example which happened in Russia in the 1960s. Well, it's story time again with Alice, Bob, Eve and Mallory! It is cold in Siberia(Russia) at any ordinary day of the year, and even colder when that day happens to be a winter day and the time, the dead of the night. The year is somewhere in the 1960s. The electronics industry is not quite advanced, and credit-cards are nonexistent in Cold-War-torn Russia. Alice goes to a restaurant which she doesn't know to be actually owned by the Mafia. After she finishes her meal, and it is time for her to pay, she goes up to the counter to pay. There Eve is sitting as the owner of the restaurant,



and when Alice approaches she switches on a secret radio link between herself and Mallory. Now where is Mallory? And what has he got to do with this whole stuff? Actually, Mallory is in another store in Siberia, and this store is a diamond store. And what do you know, Bob is the owner of the store. The Mafia Fraud is to defraud Alice, and for Mallory to get away with the diamonds. As I say, Alice comes up to Eve in the restaurant to pay her bill. Because it is Russia, and in the 1960s, and hence replete with various Mafia gangs, the Government has ordered that people pay money through their banks, and not use actual cash(Credit-cards were not fully developed then). So, whenever Alice wants to pay, she must ask her bank manager where she holds an account to dispense the required amount to the other person's bank account(to whom she has to pay). She doesn't speak to the manager while paying, there's a special equipment that plays an automated recording of the questions the bank manager would ask to ensure she is Alice indeed. Obviously Alice can't tell the manager the password to her bank account to the machine, because everyone else is also listening, so the automated voice asks her questions to prove that she is herself. Like for example, the machine asks her when she last withdrew cash from her account(exact date and time), exactly how much she withdrew from her account, how much is the balance in her account, etc. It might even ask her whether her PIN is odd or even, whether it is prime or a composite number, etc. The whole purpose of asking such questions is that this is a Zero-Knowledge Proof Of Identity. If Alice answers them all correctly, then it means that it is Alice only, and not anybody else, who is trying to pay money from Alice's account. This Mafia Fraud that I will now relate is an example of how one can abuse the concept of Zero-Knowledge Proof Of Identity. When Alice approaches Eve, Eve calls up Mallory through the secret



link. Mallory then goes to the jeweller Bob, carrying some expensive diamonds, which he says he wants to buy. Bob calls up the bank, where an automated voice asks him questions to prove his identity. He radios those questions to Eve who asks them to Alice(Eve doesn't call up the bank, she pretends as if she is speaking to the Bank, but she is speaking to Mallory, and Mallory pretends to be the bank for Alice). Alice doesn't really care if Eve has called up the Bank or not, because Alice knows that if Eve didn't call up the Bank, then Alice would have had her dinner for free. So she assumes that Eve has indeed called up the Bank, and she just answers the questions that Eve asks Alice. These questions are actually coming from Mallory, who is getting the answers from Alice which he supplies to the Bank(Mallory is the one who calls up the Bank). Now, if you are in the banker's position, what would you think? Seeing Mallory answer all the questions about Alice's last withdrawal, properties of her PIN, etc. don't you think the bank will assume that it is speaking to Alice and not Mallory? So, then, Mallory asks the Bank to deposit the million dollars into Bob's account from "Alice's" account, which the bank readily does. So, Mallory doesn't pay for the diamonds from his account but from Alice's account!!!! So, do you see how the Zero-Knowledge Proof Of Identity is being abused here? Actually it is Alice who is speaking to the bank, and Mallory is acting like the middleman(only at one point in the conversation Mallory substitutes "a million dollars" instead of a few pennies which is the actual amount that Alice is supposed to pay for her dinner. And yeah, by the way, Alice doesn't pay for the dinner, since the bank was engaged at the same time speaking to Mallory, but the cost of Alice's dinner is almost worthless as compared to those of diamonds). It is Zero-Knowledge because Mallory gains zero knowledge as to what is Alice's password for the bank nor does he get to know her PIN number, because the bank just asked her



questions related to the properties of her PIN(even or odd, prime or composite, etc.). Because the bank assumed that only a person who knows the actual PIN will be able to correctly answer the questions, there is a "Proof Of Identity" as well. But you can clearly see that this Zero-Knowledge Proof Of Identity didn't really prove Alice's identity. In this case Alice and the bank share the "private-key" of Alice's PIN and password(this is a private key which only both of them know). Do you now see the answer to the profound question asked before I introduced the concept of Zero-Knowledge Proof Of Identity? If you had been under the impression that in private-key cryptography, if one person proves that s/he knows her/his private key and another person verifies it, then your impression that s/he(the prover) has proved her identity is quite erroneous. If a person proves his identity just by proving that he knows his private key, it does not mean he is proving his identity(HE DOES NOT EVEN PROVE THAT HE KNOWS HIS PRIVATE KEY, LIKE YOU SAW ABOVE HOW MALLORY DIDN'T EVEN KNOW ALICE'S PIN NUMBER(HER PRIVATE KEY) AND STILL COULD CONVINCE THE BANK THAT HE WAS "ALICE")!!!! This is the biggest drawback of Zero-Knowledge Proof Of Identity, viz., that it is perfectly possible for it to be abused. Why does this problem of abuse happen for Zero-Knowledge Proof Of Identity? I am sure you will be feeling this concept very abstract to understand. I am sure you must be thinking that if you know your private key and prove that you know it, then you must be proving your identity, atleast that's what common-sense tells you. You might be feeling this conceptually very hard to understand. Yes, I agree that if you know your private key(your joint password to the safe in private-key cryptography) it must be you yourself. But, please understand the most subtle point here. Your private key(password) is just a token. And it is the token that proves your



identity. In both the abuses above, viz., the Chess Grandmaster Problem and The Mafia Fraud, IT IS THE LINK BETWEEN THE TOKEN AND YOU THAT IS BEING ABUSED. THE PRIVATE KEY WAS NEVER ABUSED. It's like saying that if I have a passport or ID card having my personal details on it then I must be what the passport or ID card says I am. You know how false this is. I can wear somebody else's ID card and if somebody looks at only the ID card and not my face for cross-verification, then does it mean that I am what the ID card says I am? I hope you now see why the above Chess Grandmaster Problem and Mafia Fraud succeeded. That is because both of them used Zero-Knowledge Proof Of Identity, which is like saying that a security guard looked only at your ID card and passed you as the person whom the ID card represented, without seeing if your face matched with that in the ID(In the Mafia Fraud, the bank assumed that whoever could prove ownership of a private key was the owner of the key, which is why the problem arose. It is like they saw the ID card which represented a valid existing person whom they know, without checking if the ID was stolen and being used by someone else, whom they didn't know at all. If they saw the identity of the person who was proving the private key, then it would have circumvented this problem). So, it is the link between the private key(the token trying to prove your identity) and the actual individual whose identity the token is supposed to represent that's being abused. So, this is the disadvantage of Hill Cipher, which was the last point I wanted to mention in my presentation today. The disadvantage is because it is a private-key cryptographic technique, and as I mentioned before, all private-key cryptographic techniques suffer from the abuse of Zero-Knowledge Proof Of Identity.



Now that I have told you what public-key and private-key cryptography are, it is up to your judgement to decide which has greater disadvantages. Public-key cryptography suffers from the Man-In-The-Middle Attack, while the private-key cryptography suffers from the abuse of Zero-Knowledge Proof Of Identity. You are free to have your opinions on which type of abuse or attack is more dangerous and more likely to happen, and hence take necessary precautions against using that type of cryptographic technique. -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------As I mentioned today during the presentation, think of Cryptography as a chain. A chain is only as strong as the weakest link. If all the links are made of the hardest possible iron or steel, but if one small link is made of sugar candy floss then that chain can and will be easily broken through that portion where it's made of candy. Cryptography is indeed an art. And a subtle art, at that. Everything in cryptography must be perfect: your algorithms must be very strong(think of the algorithm as the construction materials of the safe; if the safe is made of candy floss, then there's no need to have a key to open the safe; you might just as well eat out the safe!!); the way you generate the random numbers must be perfect, the keys must be very securely maintained and passwords must be securely protected. That is the beauty of cryptography: only a truly diligent perfectionist who looks upon even the minutest things with all-round perfection can become a successful cryptographer(EVERYTHING must be perfect: if you create excellent algorithms, excellent random number generators, excellent keys, and excellent passwords, but in the end if you accidentally happen to publish your password in The Times Of India, then you might as well not have bothered going to the extent of creating the cryptographic system in the first place -



this is what I mean when I say you must be a perfectionist). Even if there's one small mistake, the Mallorys and Eves will attack your cryptography system through that. You might think it is unfair that you put in so much effort to create wonderful algorithms and stuff like that but because of a small mistake, the cryptanalysts break your system with very little effort. And they don't even appreciate your efforts in preparing the cryptograhic protocols. No skill is required for that. So, the whole point of learning Cryptography is to learn from not just your mistakes but from others' too, so that you will be better equipped to protect yourselves from the Mallorys and Eves of this world, who are quite aplenty. If everyone is welleducated about the possible kinds of attacks, then one will recognise such an attack in the face of it. But if you are unaware of such attacks, people who are aware of these kinds of attacks will exploit your weaknesses. And, if everyone(and I mean everyone in the world) becomes aware of these kinds of fraudulent activities, then nobody will even think of launching such attacks because everyone would then know that everyone else is aware of such attacks, and thus there is no chance of getting away with it. SO DO NOT USE THESE PROTOCOLS TO BRING HARM UPON ANYBODY ELSE, BUT READ THEM ONLY SO THAT YOU MAY BE EDUCATED AND SPREAD THIS KNOWLEDGE SO THAT EVERYONE ELSE KNOWS HOW TO FACE A CRYPTOGRAPHIC ATTACK. AND NEVER, NEVER, NEVER USE ANY OF THESE CUNNING AND DEVIOUS TRICKS TO GAIN A PURCHASE ON SOMEBODY ELSE. IT IS ONLY MEANT FOR YOU TO BE AWARE OF THE POSSIBLE KINDS OF ATTACKS IN CRYPTOGRAPHY, AND TAKE NECESSARY PRECAUTIONS TO PREVENT THE SAME.
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